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Axons from the striatum follow two different pathways
Direct mono synaptic connection

Indirect polysynaptic connection



In the striatum the most common cell type is the µABAergi
GABAergic medium spiny neuron Dopamenergic striatum
neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta Globuspallidus

modulate medium spiny neuron activity s N pars
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INDIRECT PATHWAY
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output is to
reduceorstop a
movement Whenyou

combine direct 8

inhibits thalamic indirect pathways youget
targetneurons the motor LOOP
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Dopamine functions as a potential regulator in

the balance btwn direct indirect pathways
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Learning serve to inform GABAergicmediumspinyneurons of

salient stimuli

Striatal projection neurons alter theiractivity in
the

process of learning which reflect that their input
must

be changing cortexthalamus potentialthrough LTP

ng termpotentiation or LTD Long Term Depression

Which is just spike time dependentmodulation
of

synaptic strength Recordingfrom
Dopaminergic S N pars compactaNeuronsReward Prediction Error Is

A No one is given for a
reward

A
you can see in the raster that

after the reward is given more

neurons start firing

B B In this panel a predictive one is
given but notice that the T in
firing rate happens right after the
cue BEFIRE the reward

C c Here a predictive cue isgiven
and we see the 9 firing rate right
after the cue as in panel B But
now we don't follow it with a

reward and we observe a K
in firing rate at the expected
time of the reward


